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This summary highlights selected findings from a much longer report on the
feasibility of trams in Bristol which you can read here. (PDF)
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Why trams?

The environmental, economic, and social costs of car dependent transport in greater
Bristol are unsustainable. High carbon emissions, air pollution, congested roads and
long, unreliable journeys, unequal access to reliable and affordable travel and little
active travel: This legacy calls for shifting away from car travel as first choice for
most journeys.
This is vital for health. Current choices cause toxic tailpipe emissions, and - less
well recognised - Non-Exhaust Emissions (NEE) from tyre and brake dust.
EVs will eventually eliminate CO2 and NO2 exhaust emissions, but not non-exhaust
emissions. Trams will. Steel wheels on rail steel produce some denser particles,
which fall to earth and rust. And regenerative braking reduces brake dust. NEE
increases with vehicle weight, and electric buses with on-board batteries are 24%
heavier and create 37% more NEE pollution than fossil fuel buses.
Shifting from cars is economically important. Congestion wastes time,
compounding the inefficiency of one person per car. Once in place, the permanence
of tram lines and associated political commitment supports regeneration along their
length within the city, and enables city extensions which are not car-dependent.

Improved mass transit is socially important. Lower income groups, an ageing
population, Diasbled people, and people with babies and young children all need
equal access to safe, reliable, and affordable travel.
There is a particular problem for the employed in ‘travel poverty’ who spend a big
chunk of a limited income on long, congested, journeys from the south of the city to
poorly paid jobs north of the river.
Trams provide easier, level boarding access for people with disabilities or reduced
mobility and multiple spaces for shopping bags, push chairs, wheelchairs and walking
aids. They also provide spaces for cycles, albeit in limited numbers. For a diverse
range of passengers, trams provide a welcomed smoother ride. All these generate
much higher passenger satisfaction than buses.

These factors help persuade both commuters and travellers using their cars for dayto-day shorter trips to leave their cars at home for many of their journeys.
A 21st century system, built around a tram-led rapid transit, integrated with local rail
services, orbital bus services and feeder bus routes, will deliver the most effective
response to these transport challenges. Improved bus services typically only prompt a
small shift from car use. But there is clear evidence from other UK cities that an
average of 25% of tram passengers have left a car at home.
Such a system in greater Bristol would deliver, over a 5–15-year period, a switch of a
substantial proportion of passengers in major transport corridors from rubber-wheeled
vehicles to ‘steel-on-steel’ vehicles. This approach is proving successful in other UK
cities that have developed and are now extending their tram networks.

Trams are affordable.
The cost of drivers dominates operating costs. One bus driver can serve up to 70
passengers, one tram driver 200 plus. This means substantially lower operating costs.
Trams are more energy-efficient than buses because rail systems have very low
rolling resistance. Trams are the most easily electrifiable form of transport, using one
electrical conductor on the rail with a simple overhead wire to complete the circuit,
giving energy efficiency of around 90%.
A tram needs less power per kilometre than a bus, because it is lighter per axle and
does not usually carry its own energy supply.

A third generation of trams
There is also good news on construction and installation. Ultra-light vehicles and
track systems now offer third generation tram technology, which is much more cost
effective. It includes:
lighter vehicles – typically 20 tonnes compared to the 40 tonnes currently in service
different track construction methods with shallower trenches for prefabricated
installation

new propulsion systems including, improved overhead line technology, and larger
capacity on-board energy storage systems.
Bristol has the opportunity to leapfrog the second-generation technology used
elsewhere, and enjoy costs per kilometre up to 50% less than earlier tram schemes.
This also makes tramways far cheaper than any underground lines.

Existing plans and proposals for Bristol.
The new study examined the Transport for Greater Bristol TfGB Rapid Transit Plan
2020. It concludes this voluntary expert group makes a convincing case for the West
of England Combined Authority (WECA) and the Bristol City Council (BCC) to
undertake a full appraisal of the tram option for the busiest and most congested major
transport corridors. This option should be compared systematically with the Bus
Rapid Transit (BRT) option which has thus far dominated transport policy making
and with any emerging proposals for underground rapid transit.

Appraisal of possible tram routes.
The study offers an informed expert view of three priority routes to indicate whether
there are any insurmountable obstacles to Bristol following other cities and
developing a third generation tram system. The selection of the first line will be
crucial.
The consultants looked at demand, reallocation of road space from private cars to
public transport and active travel, and network management - with Public Transport
Pathways (PTPs) and multi-purpose tram stops. The report highlights two potential
commuter ‘starter lines’:
- along the A38 North from a proposed Park+Ride near the M5 to the city centre - and from a proposed Park+Ride at the Globe Inn on the A4 Bath Rd to the city centre.
A third radial route is assessed along the A38 South to the airport which includes a
Bishopsworth - Imperial Park circular to serve the BS13 area.
It concludes that passenger demand will almost certainly be sufficient, and that there
are no engineering or traffic management issues which would preclude on-street
tramways on any of the routes. Hence a tram network along the lines envisaged is

entirely feasible, technically and economically. The study is not a full investigation of
possible routes - it can be regarded as a pre-feasibility study, in terms of the
requirements for approving and funding new transport schemes.
Nevertheless the full report contains much more detail that existing plans on the case
for new trams in Bristol and the surrounding region.
It remains to take this case to the relevant authorities as they develop their mass
transit plans.
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